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Goal: Provide continuous combat relevant situational-awareness in highly-dynamic environments 
by  integrating conventional IP and Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) capabilities







DTN for Challenged, Disrupted,  
and Denied Environments
DTN/IP Hybrid Environment
DTN Testbed @ NPS
• Physical testbed:
– 5 mobile gateways
– 6 Ethernet switches
– Multiple topologies possible
• Virtualized testbed:
– Several rackmount servers
– Dozens of virtualized gateways & channel  
emulators
– arbitrary topology
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Mobile Gateway
Prior Work
• DTN concept originated in Interplanetary  
Networking protocol development (1990s)
• Adapted to many other settings (e.g.  
DARPA/BBN efforts)
• Enterprise-grade open-source IP routing  
capability built into Linux kernel
NPS Approach
• Technical Readiness: Evaluate competing DTN  
software implementations
• Software: Integrate DTN protocols and  
instrumentation into Linux-based IP router, to  
enable seamless handoff between IP and DTN
• Hardware: Build hardware platform using low-
power, low-cost, COTS components
• Capability: Multiple routable Gigabit Ethernet  
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